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ABSTRACT

Mechanistic simulators are an indispensable tool for epidemiology
to explore the behavior of complex, dynamic infections under vary-
ing conditions and navigate uncertain environments. Agent-based
models (ABMs) are an increasingly popular simulation paradigm
that can represent the heterogeneity of contact interactions with
granular detail and agency of individual behavior. However, conven-
tional ABM frameworks not differentiable and present challenges
in scalability; due to which it is non-trivial to connect them to auxil-
iary data sources. In this paper, we introduce GradABM: a scalable,
differentiable design for agent-based modeling that is amenable to
gradient-based learning with automatic differentiation. GradABM
can quickly simulate million-size populations in few seconds on
commodity hardware, integrate with deep neural networks and in-
gest heterogeneous data sources. This provides an array of practical
benefits for calibration, forecasting, and evaluating policy inter-
ventions. We demonstrate the efficacy of GradABM via extensive
experiments with real COVID-19 and influenza datasets.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Agent-basedmodels (ABMs) are discrete simulators which comprise
a collection of agents which can act and interact within a compu-
tational world [19, 37, 50, 61, 72]. They can explicitly represent
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heterogeneity of the interacting population via underlying contact
networks and model the adaptability of individual behavior to en-
able more realistic simulations. As a result, ABMs are increasingly
popular in epidemiology in place of classical ODE-based models,
such as the SIR (susceptible-infected-recovered) model [28, 33]. In
recent efforts to contain the spread of COVID-19, ABMs have been
used to evaluate the benefit of delaying 2nd dose of the vaccine [61],
deploying mobile apps for digital contact tracing [6], and prioritiz-
ing test speed over specificity [45]. The utility of such simulators
for practical decision making depends upon their ability to recreate
the population with great detail, integrate with real-world data
streams, and analyze the sensitivity of results.

However, ABMs are conventionally slow, difficult to scale to
large population sizes [52] and tough to calibrate with real-world
data [30]. Conventional ABM frameworks follow an object-oriented
(agent-centered) design where the agents are modeled as objects.
While conceptually appealing, object-oriented approaches often rep-
resent inter-agent infection transmission (over contact networks)
and within-agent disease progression inefficiently, resulting in poor
scalability as the agent population and number of interactions
grows. Performing a single forward simulation over a large ABM
can take several days [12, 18], making calibration results subpar
where approaches require multiple forward passes [22, 61, 68]. This
is an issue since simulation results (emergent behavior) can be
highly sensitive to the scale of the input population and param-
eters. In addition, incorporating novel sources of data that could
inform calibration and other downstream tasks (e.g., forecasting)
is often laborious and adds overhead complexity to the ABM (e.g.,
incorporating digital exposure data to ABMs [34]).

In this paper, we introduceGradABM to alleviate these concerns
and enhance the potential of ABMs for practical decision making
in epidemiology (Fig. 1). Our key insight is to make simulations
tensorized and differentiable which enables gradient-based learning
with automatic differentiation. First, in contrast to conventional
ABMs, GradABM follows a tensorized design [25] where agent
states are represented as vectors and their interaction networks as
(sparse) adjacencymatrices. As a result, forward simulation of agent
interaction and disease progression can be run rapidly, in a highly
parallelized manner (millions-size networked populations in a few
seconds on commodity hardware). Second, ABMs are stochastic
simulators which routinely require sampling from discrete distribu-
tions for execution (e.g., all interactions with an infected agent may
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Figure 1: We introduce GradABM, an end-to-end differentiable ABM which can: i) ingest multi-granular (citizen, block, county,

state) and heterogeneous (clinical, behavioral, policy, census, survey) data sources; ii) simulate realistic populations quickly and
reliably with gradient-based calibration; iii) facilitate flexible interventions for policy decisions and efficient forecasting with

end-to-end DNN-GradABM pipelines. The key idea of GradABM is a general-purpose differentiable sparse tensor-calculus

design which we validate by demonstrating utility for epidemiology here.

not result in a new infection; COVID-19 tests may return false pos-
itives/negatives with some probability). Ensuring differentiability
requires gradient estimation through such discrete stochasticity. To
achieve this, GradABM reparameterizes discrete distributions (e.g.,
Bernoulli) with continuous relaxations using the gumbel-softmax
gradient estimator [39, 41]. This allows GradABM to benefit from
gradient-based optimization and tools for automatic differentiation.

UsingGradABM’s scalable and differentiable design, wemerge it
with deep neural networks (DNNs) to help with calibration, forecast-
ing and policy evaluation. In particular, we demonstrate how our
method can be coupled with a calibration DNN allowing seamless
integration of novel datasets from heterogeneous sources–several
of which were difficult to incorporate in the calibration of previ-
ous ABM designs. To illustrate the effectiveness of our proposed
framework, we run several experiments using real world datasets.
In particular, we treat COVID-19 and Influenza as case studies, high-
lighting GradABM’s benefits with respect to robust, time-space
personalized forecasting, and evaluation of policy interventions.

Our Contributions: 1) Present GradABM, which is a scalable
and differentiable ABM design amenable for gradient-based learn-
ing with auto-diff. 2) Demonstrate that GradABM allows quickly
simulating realistic population sizes, integrating with deep neural
networks and ingesting heterogeneous data sources which pro-
vides an array of practical benefits for calibration, forecasting, and
policy evaluation. 3) Validate effectiveness of GradABM through
experiments using real-world datasets of COVID-19 and Influenza.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK

Before describing GradABM, we first review relevant works in
agent-based models (ABMs) and with relevance to epidemiology.
Then, we present our work in context of broad research in differen-
tiable simulators and also briefly mention an insight we find useful
when designing GradABM (permutation invariance). We refer the
reader to [28, 33, 46, 59] for a more extensive discussion.

2.1 Agent-based Modeling

ABMs represent systems [19, 37] as collections of agents which
can act and interact with each other within a computational world.

Owing to their flexibility, practitioners have applied ABMs in a
wide variety of problem domains such as modeling cells in a tumor
micro-environment to diagnose cancers [50], humans in a physical
environment to study economic policies [72], infectious diseases [6,
61] and avatars in a digital world to study misinformation [20].

ABMs in Epidemiology. In the context of epidemiology, ABMs
are used to understand how disease spreads and evaluate effi-
cacy of health interventions [48]. They simulate transmission of
pathogens within multiple contact networks with an epidemiologi-
cal model [12, 34] used to describe between-host transmission and
within-host progression of infection. [29, 52] survey some methods
and assumptions for designing such simulators. Our work intro-
duces a tensorized and differentiable epidemiological simulator that
can generalize across multiple infections and model specifications.

Scalability of ABMs. It is a key consideration since modeling gran-
ular population details is computationally expensive. Conventional
frameworks like Mesa [53] follow an object-oriented design which
while ease to use (Python-API) is prohibitively slow to scale (re-
quire few hours for a single iteration). There have been attempts to
reduce this burden and simulate realistic scale with distributed HPC
systems and GPU-optimized implementations. EpiFast [18] demon-
strated simulating large contact networks in a few minutes on
distributed systems. However, the required compute for such execu-
tions is expensive and not widely available. OpenABM [34] presents
an optimized C++/Cuda API to build an epidemiological ABM for
fast execution on commodity hardware but it is non-trivial for epi-
demiological practitioners to extend, whilst not being amenable to
gradient-based learning. Motivated by recent work in molecular
dynamics [62], GradABM is implemented using highly optimized
sparse tensor APIs of auto-diff packages (e.g. PyTorch/JAX) to ac-
celerate and scale simulations while preserving ease of use.

Calibration of ABMs. This involves identifying appropriate val-
ues for latent parameters and is essential to ensure reliability of
results. Generally, a hybrid strategy is used where some parameters
are sourced from control trials conducted offline by clinical experts
and then others are calibrated in-silico by achieving a goodness-
of-fit between emergent ABM output and real-world macro data
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(e.g. number of deaths). The conventional technique is to use grid
search [22, 61], beam search [68] by running several forward sim-
ulations and finding the best-fit. This is often slow and tough to
scale to many parameters. Recent works have proposed new op-
timization methods for faster and more accurate calibration. For
example, [57] uses an ML model to identify what parameters to
calibrate, however, values are identified with random search. [70]
use a gaussian process emulator which is computationally more
efficient than the ABM. In a similar vein, [6] propose a surrogate
strategy by first calibrating a compartmental SEIR-based model
using standard ODE solvers, and supplying the resulting parame-
ters to an ABM. However, such surrogate methods increase model
miss-specification error as they cannot simulate stochasticity in-
herent in the ABM. Further, the SEIR-like models have few tunable
parameters in comparison to ABMs, limiting the degree of calibra-
tion which can achieved. In contrast, the scalable and differentiable
design of GradABM allows efficiently calibrating large-scale ABMs
with gradient-based learning (and using deep neural networks).

DNNs with ABMs. Integrating deep neural networks (DNNs) with
ABMs is an active direction. One popular approach has focused
on multi-agent reinforcement learning (MARL), wherein the ABM
is treated as a reinforcement learning environment, and a DNN is
used to learn policies for the agents. Such perspective has been em-
ployed by [72] to learn equitable economic policies, [64] to analyze
societal segregation dynamics, and [55] to learn oil and gas macro
strategies. An alternate strategy has focused on using DNNs to em-
ulate agent-based models [9, 15, 57] by using the ABM to generate
training dataset for DNNs. Recently, [15] used an epidemiological
ABM to generate synthetic datasets and trained DNNmodels to pre-
dict infectiousness for contact tracing. [57] used a similar strategy
(of DNN as surrogate) to identify what simulation parameters to
calibrate. Both these directions (MARL, Surrogate) are constrained
by non-differentiability of the ABM and hence cannot utilize au-
tomatic differentiation . In contrast, we introduce differentiable
ABMs (GradABM) which allows joint training of DNNs with the
ABM. This makes it possible to integrate heterogeneous data to
infer latent micro variables and calibrate simulation parameters
through hybrid DNN-ABM pipelines.

2.2 Automatic Differentiation for Simulations

Differentiable simulation is a powerful family of techniques that
applies gradient-based methods to learning and control of physical
systems. With progress in automatic differentiation, as computing
gradients become easier, such simulators are emerging across wide
range of systems. In combination (and joint training) with deep
neural networks, such simulators are being used from computer
graphics for looking through scattering media [23] and reconstruct-
ing human body pose [14]; to molecular dynamics for analysing the
force field of ionic liquids [49, 62]; to robotics for grasping and loco-
motion [32, 38]. Even in epidemiology, gradient-based optimization
with epidemiological simulators has also been recently explored
with SIR-like models to learn simulation parameters [10, 54] and for
making neural models to learn epidemic dynamics frommechanistic
models [58].GradABM aims to realize differentiable simulations for
stochastic agent-based models. In contrast to relevant recent work

in [8, 11], GradABM obtains gradient estimates through stochastic-
ity by efficiently reparameterizing with the gumbel-softmax gradi-
ent estimator (unlike smoothing in [8] which has exponential cost
scaling), shows scalability to million-size populations (unlike 25
agents in [11]) and also demonstrates ability to integrate with deep
neural networks to calibrate large epidemiological ABMs.

2.3 Invariances, Computation and ABMs

As a result of leveraging the structure of the physical world, DNN
architectures are effective in overcoming the curse of dimensional-
ity [21]. This is key to efficient computation on grids with CNNs
(translation invariance) and graphs with GNNs via neural message
passing (permutation invariance). We posit that while useful for
learning DNNs, utilizing these invariances can make computation
tractable in physical systems, where they exist naturally. Specifi-
cally, we observe that epidemiological models [6, 25, 34, 61] also
adhere to permutation invariance wherein the order of infectious
interactions (pair-wise message passing) within a step does not
matter when estimating the probability of infection from those in-
teractions. Motivated by this observation, we implement the trans-
mission model of GradABM as a differentiable message passing
operation defined with physical equations instead of DNNs

3 DIFFERENTIABLE AGENT-BASED

MODELING FOR EPIDEMIOLOGY

In what follows, we present a framework for epidemiological model-
ing with differentiable ABMs. The pipeline is summarized in Fig. 2,
where the inner loop is the differentiable epidemiological simulator
(GradABM) and the outer loop is the gradient-based calibration
procedure using the neural network CalibNN. The epidemiologi-
cal simulator is described in Sec. 3.1, the calibration procedure in
Sec. 3.2 and the use of the final model for forecasting and evaluating
policy interventions in Sec. 3.3.

3.1 GradABM: Epidemiological Simulator

Here, we describe the inner loop shown in Fig. 2. We consider a
𝐾-step discrete-event simulation with a population of 𝑛 interaction
agents. The key contribution of this work is GradABM: an agent-
based modeling design amenable for gradient-based learning with
automatic differentiation. To achieve this, GradABM follows a
tensorized implementation where each agent state is represented
as a vector, the interaction networks as adjacency matrices and
all discrete distributions (e.g., Bernoulli) are reparameterized with
continuous approximations (Gumbel-Softmax [41]), for end-to-end
differentiability. Aswe discuss later, this design allows scaling agent-
based models to realistic population sizes and integrating themwith
deep neural networks, which provides an array of practical benefits.
Before proceeding, we first describe the epidemiological model used
in our implementation which follows from [25, 34, 61]

The state of each agent 𝑗 ∈ {1, . . . , 𝑛}, at time step 𝑡 ∈ {0, . . . , 𝐾},
is denoted by a 3-D vector𝑋 𝑡

𝑗
= {𝑎 𝑗 , 𝑑𝑡𝑗 , 𝑒

𝑡
𝑗
} where 𝑎 𝑗 ∈ {0−10, 11−

20, 21 − 30, . . . , 71 − 80, 80+} is the age; 𝑑𝑡
𝑗
is the current disease

stage; and 𝑒𝑡
𝑗
∈ {−1, . . . , 𝑡 − 1} denotes the time step of last expo-

sure. For example, in COVID-19, 𝑑𝑡
𝑗
can take values in {𝑆, 𝐸, 𝐼 , 𝑅,𝑀}

which denote susceptible (S), exposed (E), infected (I), recovered (R)
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Figure 2: Differentiable Agent-based Epidemiology involves 4 stages i) heterogeneous macro-level population data (CDC, census,

behavioral, survey) is input to a calibration model (CalibNN) to predict epidemiological parameters (\𝑇 , \𝑃 ). ii): (\𝑇 , \𝑃 ) are

used run 𝐾 forward steps of the fully-differentiable epidemiological model (GradABM) which simulates micro-level infection

transmission (Transmit) and disease progression (Progress) over individual contact networks. Disease statistics are aggregated

(Aggregate) at end of 𝐾 steps to obtain the macro-level simulation output (𝑦). iii) Error between predicted 𝑦 and real-world case

statistics (𝑦) is used to define a loss (𝐿(𝑦;𝑦)). iv) Gradient of this loss is computed by automatic differentiation through the

micro-level GradABM to update weights of macro-level GradABM using gradient descent.

and mortality (M) stages. Agent state may update due to change
in disease stage resulting from new infectious interaction with
an exposed or infected agent (captured by the transmission func-
tion) or the natural progression of a previously incubated infection
(captured by the progression function). This simulator is parame-
terized with time-dependent parameters which govern the trans-
mission function (\𝑡

𝑇
= [𝑅𝑡 , 𝑆𝑎,𝑇𝑠 , 𝑖0]) and progression function

(\𝑡
𝑃

= [𝜏𝐸𝐼 , 𝜏𝐼𝑅, 𝜏𝐼𝑀 ,𝑚]). Here 𝑅𝑡 is the time-dependent disease
reproduction number (measure of infection rate), 𝑆𝑎 is the age-
stratified susceptibility, 𝑇𝑠 is the disease stage-stratified infection
transmissibility, 𝑖0 is the percentage of infections at time 𝑡 = 0,
𝜏𝐸𝐼 , 𝜏𝐼𝑅 , and 𝜏𝐼𝑀 are the pairwise stage transition times from E
to I, I to R and I to M, respectively, and 𝑚 is the mortality rate
(fraction of expired agents amongst all agents in the {𝑅,𝑀} disease
stage). At each step 𝑡 , every agent 𝑖 interacts with a set of neigh-
bors { 𝑗 : 𝑗 ∈ N𝑖 } from which she/he may accumulate or transmit
infection. This disease stage evolution, at any step 𝑡 , is given by:

𝑑𝑡+1𝑖 = Update(𝑋 𝑡𝑖 ,N𝑖 , (𝑋
𝑡
𝑗 ) 𝑗 ∈N𝑖 , \

𝑡
𝑇 , \

𝑡
𝑃 ), (1)

where Update(𝑋 𝑡
𝑖
,N𝑖 , (𝑋 𝑡𝑗 ) 𝑗 ∈N𝑖 , \

𝑡
𝑇
, \𝑡
𝑃
) is

=

{
Transmit(𝑋 𝑡

𝑖
,N𝑖 , (𝑋 𝑡𝑗 ) 𝑗 ∈N𝑖 , \

𝑡
𝑇
), if 𝑑𝑡

𝑖
= 𝑆,

Progress(𝑋 𝑡
𝑖
, \𝑡
𝑃
), if 𝑑𝑡

𝑖
∈ {𝐸, 𝐼 }.

(2)

The transmission function Transmit(𝑋 𝑡
𝑖
,N𝑖 , (𝑋 𝑡𝑗 ) 𝑗 ∈N𝑖 , \𝑇 ) com-

putes the probability of infection transmission as a result of inter-
actions between susceptible and infected (or exposed) agents. This
probability is proportional to an aggregate rate of transmission

accumulated over the multiple interactions and is defined as

𝑞(𝑡) = 1 − 𝑒−_𝐴 (3)

where _𝐴 =
⋃
𝑗 ∈N𝑖

(
_(𝑅𝑡 , 𝑆𝑖 ,𝑇𝑗 , 𝑒𝑡𝑗 )

)
. Here, _ denotes the rate of

transmission from a single interaction and
⋃

is an aggregation
function which accumulates transmission over multiple interac-
tions. In our implementation, _ is a linear function as defined in [6]
and

⋃
is the summation (

∑
) function following the invariance

of infection transmission noted in Sec. 2 (more details in appen-
dix). Before proceeding, the probability 𝑞(𝑡) is used to sample the
agent’s new disease stage from a Bernoulli random variable as
�̂� = Bernoulli(𝑞(𝑡), 1 − 𝑞(𝑡)). Once infected, the agent can now
infect other agents on subsequent steps and also enters a hierarchy
of disease stage progression which triggers subsequent changes in
the state of the agent. The progression function Progress(𝑋 𝑡

𝑖
, \𝑃 )

updates the disease stage from 𝐸 → 𝐼 or from 𝐼 → {𝑅,𝑀} at times
determined by the stage transition time parameters, which may
also be stochastic and require sampling from discrete distributions.
This sequence of transmission and progression is repeated for 𝐾
steps of the simulation. Finally, the aggregate cumulative deaths is
determined as: 𝑦 = Aggregate(𝑑𝑇

𝑖
) =𝑚 × (𝑑𝑇

𝑖
∈ {𝑅,𝑀})𝑖∈{1,...,𝑛} ,

where 𝑚 ∈ \𝑃 . Ensuring differentiability of GradABM requires
gradient estimation of discrete stochasticity. For this we replace the
non-differentiable sample from the Bernoulli distribution with the
Gumbel-Softmax gradient estimator [39, 42].
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3.2 Training and Calibration of GradABM

In order to use GradABM for real-world applications, we need to
be able to calibrate its parameters (\𝑡

𝑇
, \𝑡
𝑃
) in such a way that the

aggregate predicted quantities from the model such as cumulative
deaths match the observed values from real-world data. Here, the
differentiability of GradABM enables the possibility of utilizing
gradient-based learning to calibrate the simulator by integrating
with deep neural networks. Further, we note that the tensorized
specification of GradABM is also critical since fast forward simula-
tions are required to this iterative optimization where the simulator
is executed at each optimization step. The calibration protocol is
visualized in the outer loop in Fig. 2 and described below. This outer
training and calibration loop runs for𝑊 optimization steps, with
each step𝑤 ∈ {1, ..,𝑊 } comprising of the following four stages:

Stage 1. : At the beginning of each outer loop, candidate pa-
rameters (\𝑡

𝑇
, \𝑡
𝑃
)𝑤
𝑡 ∈{0,...,𝐾 } are generated by a calibration neural

network (CalibNN), whose weights at time step𝑤 we denote by
𝜙𝑤 . To aid the generation of parameters, the calibration network is
passed heterogeneous data as input. This may include data sources
that were not considered during the initial construction of the un-
derlying ABM being calibrated. For example, the calibration neural
network may be passed social network data (e.g., self-reported
symptom surveys conducted by Facebook) that was not integrated
into the ABM, but that may still be of value when predicting disease
prevalence. Intuitively, one may view this calibration network as
a domain expert who integrates new data that the ABM designer
was previously unaware of.

Stage 2. : After parameters have been generated, they are passed
to GradABM in order to perform a 𝐾 step simulation, as described
previously as the the inner loop in Fig. 2. This outputs the aggre-
gate predictions from the simulator which includes cumulative
infections, deaths etc.

Stage 3. : The cumulative deaths across the 𝐾 steps of simu-
lation are then compared with corresponding ground truth val-
ues. More specifically, a mean-squared loss between the simu-
lated and actual cumulative deaths is computed. This is defined as:
L(𝑦𝑤 , 𝑦; (\𝑡

𝑇
, \𝑡
𝑃
)𝑤) = MSE(𝑦𝑤 , 𝑦), where𝑦 is the ground truth data

representing cumulative deaths, 𝑦𝑤 is the cumulative deaths pre-
dicted by GradABM at the𝑤 th training step with input parameters
(\𝑡
𝑇
, \𝑡
𝑃
)𝑤) and MSE denotes the mean-squared error function.

Stage 4. : SinceGradABM is differentiable (as established earlier),
we may calculate the gradient of the computed loss with respect to
each parameter of CalibNN, via backpropagation. Moreover, due to
GradABM’s network-centric tensorized design, auto-diff packages
from libraries such as PyTorch can be leveraged to compute these
gradients efficiently in a highly parallelized manner. The final step
of this gradient computation involves back-propagation through
the weights of the CalibNN neural network (𝜙) as well.

Once, the gradient of the loss is computed, we use the classical
gradient descent algorithm to update the weights of the calibration
neural network at the end of each iteration as follows:

𝜙𝑤+1 = 𝜙𝑤 − 𝛼
𝜕L(𝑦𝑤 , 𝑦; (\𝑡

𝑇
, \𝑡
𝑃
)𝑤)

𝜕𝜙
, (4)

where 𝛼 is the learning rate, (\𝑡
𝑇
, \𝑡
𝑃
)𝑤 = 𝑓 (𝐷 ;𝜙𝑤) and 𝑦𝑤

is computed by calling Update 𝐾 times with same parameters
(\𝑡
𝑇
, \𝑡
𝑃
)𝑤 . In essence, calibration here involves optimizing weights

of CalibNN (𝜙) which predicts the simulation parameters (\𝑇 , \𝑃 )
instead of the parameters directly. We are essentially training the
calibration neural network to understand heterogeneous data as
a means of producing good parameterizations for GradABM. We
call this calibration pipeline involving CalibNN as deep calibrated
GradABM (DC-GradABM).

Consider for instance the scenario with multiple simulators in
an experiment. This is realistic since a distinct GradABM may be
defined for each county in a state. We now have the opportunity to
jointly calibrate parameters for all counties using a sharedCalibNN.
Given𝑇 counties, the weights of CalibNN 𝜙 may be trained on the
average of the loss for all counties (Stage 2). The same weights of
CalibNN can be used to predict personalized parameters for each
county-specific GradABM. We call such a multi-task calibration
procedure as joint deep calibrated GradABM (JDC-GradABM).

Note that each step of gradient descent requires a full forward
simulation of GradABM. As a result, GradABM’s network-centric
design and tensorized implementation are key in ensuring that a
sufficient number of gradient steps can be quickly computed to effec-
tively train the calibration network. Additionally, observe that this
optimization strategy is not possible with classical object-oriented
ABMs, as they do not allow for scalable gradient computation.

Remark 1. We note that the CalibNN based approach presented

in this paper is fundamentally distinct from emulation or surrogate

models. Emulation models take the same input as the ABM’s input

and predict the output of the ABM, without actually simulating any

agent behavior. In constrast, the output of CalibNN serves as the input

to GradABM, which then simulates the behavior of the agents. Thus,

CalibNN extends simulation pipeline, by enabling us to learn the

correct inputs for GradABM.

3.3 Forecasting and policy evaluation

Once trained the hybrid framework we propose, consisting of Cal-
ibNN and GradABM, it is ready to make forecasts in new, previ-
ously unseen scenarios as well as help decide on intervention poli-
cies. These unseen scenarios may include predicting future the evo-
lution of multiple infections for a county/region, or it may involve
making predictions even when the data (inputs to CalibNN) for a
county/region is noisy. In each of these scenarios, the data available
for the county/region is fed to CalibNN, which then outputs per-
sonalized time-varying parameters \𝑡

𝑇
and \𝑡

𝑃
for 𝑡 ∈ {0, ..., 𝐾 +𝐻 },

where 𝐻 is the forecasting horizon. These parameters are used in
GradABM, which is run for𝐾+𝐻 steps, where the last𝐻 simulation
steps will serve as our forecasts.

4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

To illustrate the effectiveness of our framework, we conduct ex-
periments for COVID-19 and influenza on multiple counties of the
state of Massachusetts, USA, learning personalized parameters for
each county. Before presenting our analyses, we provide details
regarding our experimental setup.
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4.1 Heterogeneous Data Sources

We describe the data sources passed as input to CalibNN, used to
construct the population for GradABM and parameterize disease
transmission and progression. (i) To start, we outline the features
used as input to CalibNN during our experiments. In the case of
COVID-19, CalibNN receives 5 input signals 1 including insurance
claims data, online symptoms surveys from Facebook, and line-
list data. Since all of these datasets contain granular information
regarding each specific county, the data points input to CalibNN
varies based on the county beingmodeled. Meanwhile, for influenza,
CalibNN receives 14 signals originating from the Google symptoms
dataset [2]. This data is reported at the state level and hence we use
the same data for all counties. (ii) In order to construct GradABM,
several datasets are used. Demographic information from the US
Census [3] is used to generate a synthetic agent population. Agent
interaction graphs are created using census block level mobility
data from Safegraph and leveraging demographic information (such
as age) inside each census block. (iii) With respect to parameters in
the transmission and progression models, we utilize clinical data
from reliable sources such as the CDC [4] and clinical papers [31,
34]. The target variable for COVID-19 is the COVID-associated
mortality, whilst for influenza we use influenza-like-illness (ILI)
counts collected by the CDC. Ground truth data for both target
variables is obtained from the JHU and the CDC.

4.2 Baselines

To showcase the performance of our calibration procedure (the
outer loop described in Fig. 2), we compare GradABM with nu-
merous benchmarks inspired by popular approaches for calibrat-
ing an ABM. ExpertSearch-ABM: Following [34, 61], it uses pa-
rameters set by a combination of expert advice and randomized
search. For COVID-19, we get 𝑅0 and case-fatality rate from [5, 17]
and 𝑅0 for flu from [26]. SurrogateODE-ABM: Following [6], it
calibrates parameters by using a compartmental ODE model to
emulate the ABM. We use SEIRM and SIRS models for COVID-
19 and influenza respectively. Lastly, we compare three versions
using GradABM that leverage gradients during the calibration pro-
cess, namely calibrated GradABM (C-GradABM), deep calibrated
GradABM (DC-GradABM) and jointly deep calibrated GradABM
(JDC-GradABM) respectively. C-GradABM: directly optimizes
the simulation parameters via gradient descent, without a calibra-
tion neural network (CalibNN). To clarify, the gradient update (in
Stage 4) is given as: [\𝑡

𝑇
, \𝑡
𝑃
]𝑤+1 = [\𝑡

𝑇
, \𝑡
𝑃
]𝑤 −𝛼 𝜕L(�̂�𝑤 ,𝑦;(\𝑡

𝑇
,\𝑡
𝑃
)𝑤 )

𝜕 [\𝑡
𝑇
,\𝑡
𝑃
]𝑤 .

DC-GradABM: calibrates the parameters by optimizing weights
of CalibNN using automatic differentiation, as described in Sec. 3.2.
JDC-GradABM: jointly calibrates parameters for all counties us-
ing a shared CalibNN (multi-task learning), as in Sec. 3.2. Here,
instead of a new CalibNN for each county, a single CalibNN is
shared. Intuitively, one may hope that such a calibration network
learns to transfer useful information about disease spread from one
county when reasoning about another.

1Data links: delphi.cmu.edu; goo.gle/covid19symptomdataset; safegraph.com; coronavirus.jhu.
edu;gis.cdc.gov/grasp/fluview/fluportaldashboard.html

4.3 Metrics

In order to provide a rigorous evaluation for the aforementioned cal-
ibration procedures, we use several standard metrics for evaluating
epidemic predictions [7, 67]. Specifically, we use normal deviation
(ND), root mean squared error (RMSE) and mean absolute error
(MAE). We provide further details in our appendix. Following CDC
forecasting guidelines [16, 27], we make weekly predictions for 1 to
4 weeks ahead in the future. Our evaluation for both diseases is of
at least 4 months in 10 counties. More details regarding the periods
of evaluation and counties investigated are in the appendix.

4.4 Implementation Details

In each of our experiments, we allow ABM parameters to change at
each time step. That is, quantities such as the disease reproduction
number and age-stratified susceptibilities are free to vary as the
epidemic progresses. Consider the following intuitive argument
for this design choice. It is reasonable to believe that individuals
take greater precautions as an epidemic progresses. For example,
many people began washing their hands more frequently during
the COVID-19 pandemic, reducing the risk of disease transmission.
Whilst GradABM does not explicitly model hand washing, param-
eters such as age-stratified susceptibility can be varied through
time to account for its effect, especially if time series data related to
sanitary practices is passed as input to CalibNN. Put differently, by
allowing for ABMparameters to vary through time, wemay account
for environment dynamics or changes in agent behavior that aren’t
explicitly modeled by the simulator. We stress that our calibration
framework does not depend upon CalibNN’s neural architecture
and that end-to-end training via a combination of backpropagation
and gradient descent is possible regardless of CalibNN’s implemen-
tation. In our own experiments, we design CalibNN so that it may
take advantage of the heterogeneous time series data it is passed as
input. More specifically, we employ an encoder-decoder architec-
ture, based on GRUs and self-attention [69]. More details regarding
our choice of CalibNN architecture can be found in the appendix. 2

5 RESULTS

First, we show that calibrating with CalibNN can improve Grad-
ABM’s forecasting accuracy significantly. Moreover, we show that
GradABM scales efficiently as the number of interactions between
agents grows. Next, we also show that our calibration procedure
is robust to noisy data, in the sense that GradABM can be well
calibrated even with observational error in ground truth; and that
GradABM can be used to conduct sensitivity analyses for evaluat-
ing the sensitivity of policy interventions.

5.1 Forecasting multiple infectious diseases

Table 1 displays the results of calibration for each of the benchmarks
discussed in Section 4. Observe that JDC-GradABM outperforms
other benchmarks across all metrics for both Influenza and COVID-
19 (rows 1-3 in Table 1)3. For instance, JDC-GradABM improves
ND to 0.97 from 8.75 in ExpertSearch-ABM and 2.21 in Emulator-
ABM on COVID-19; and to 0.41 from 0.57 in ExpertSearch-ABM and

2Our code and data is publicly available: https://github.com/AdityaLab/GradABM
3We performed the unpaired t-test test (𝛼 = 0.05) over 5 runs to verify JDC-GradABM
performance gains w.r.t other ABM calibration methods are statistically significant
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Table 1: Forecasting results for COVID-19 and influenza over 5 runs. JDC-GradABM is the only one consistently among the

best performing for all (lower error metrics is better).

COVID-19 Influenza

Model ND RMSE MAE ND RMSE MAE

ExpertSearch-ABM [61] 8.75 689.92 270.13 0.57 2.03 1.72
SurrogateODE-ABM [6] 2.21 ± 1.36 121.87 ± 63.97 68.20 ± 41.84 0.59 ± 0.02 2.17 ± 0.05 1.77 ± 0.05

JDC-GradABM 0.97 ± 0.18 50.99 ± 12.12 30.02 ± 5.60 0.41 ± 0.02 1.47 ± 0.06 1.22 ± 0.06

DC-GradABM 1.15 ± 0.24 67.09 ± 23.89 35.50 ± 7.36 0.50 ± 0.19 1.78 ± 0.62 1.50 ± 0.57
C-GradABM 2.39 ± 0.35 205.14 ± 42.56 73.66 ± 10.88 0.88 ± 0.14 2.97 ± 0.44 2.64 ± 0.43

Figure 3:GradABM run-time scales linearlywith the number

of interactions and is roughly 300x faster than prior-art. This

benefit is due to the sparse-tensor calculus based design.

0.59 in Emulator-ABM on Influenza. More generally, we observe
that JDC-GradABM achieves a consistent gain of 8x to 12x over
ExpertSearch-ABM on all metrics in COVID-19 experiments. This
performance benefit can be attributes to three key features which
allows learning personalized time-varying parameters: gradient-
based calibration, integration of heterogeneous data sources and
joint county training via shared weights of CalibNN.

Meanwhile, by comparing JDC-GradABM to bothDC-GradABM
and C-GradABM (rows 3-5 in Table 1), we make some immediate
observations. Firstly, using CalibNN in tandem with GradABM
(JDC-GradABM, DC-GradABM) yields meaningful performance
improvements over training GradABM directly via gradient de-
scent (C-GradABM). Specifically, there is significant improvement
in performance in DC-GradABM over C-GradABM across all met-
rics (eg: RMSE goes from 205.99 to 67.09). We conjecture that this is
due to the ability of CalibNN’s to alleviate overfitting by represent-
ing parameters in a high-dim space of DNN (instead of scalars in
C-GradABM), inducing a joint distribution over all parameters and
incorporating heterogeneous data sources when suggesting param-
eters. Moreover, we observe that joint training in JDC-GradABM
leads to marginal improvement in performance over DC-GradABM
(eg: RMSE goes from 67.09 to 50.99 in COVID-19 experiments). This
indicates that CalibNN can implicitly use data from one county in
order to improve calibration for others (through shared weights)

5.2 Robustness, Scalability and Decision Making

Next, we study the practical applicability of our framework by focus-
ing on three key considerations: i) scalability to large populations,
ii) robustness to observation error in data and iii) utility for practical
decision making via sensitivity analyses of policy interventions.

5.2.1 Scalability of GradABM simulations. To investigate scalabil-
ity, we examine how the simulation time of GradABM scales as the
number of agent interactions increases. As is evident from Figure 3,
the run-time for GradABM scales linearly with number of inter-
actions in the population and executes very quickly (even as the
adjacency matrix scales quadratically). For instance, GradABM ex-
ecutes a simulation with 800,000 agents (5 million interactions) over
133 steps in 4 seconds on a GPU (and 60 seconds on CPU). This is
roughly 300x faster than the equivalent Mesa [53] implementation.
This performance improvement can be attributed to GradABM’s
sparse tensor-calculus implementation. Since forward simulation
is efficient, sensitivity analysis of GRADABM can be conducted
rapidly via repeated simulations with different parameter settings.
Moreover, iterative algorithms which perform a forward simulation
at each step, such as gradient descent, can be used for calibration
(as is demonstrated in our work).

5.2.2 GradABM robustness to observational error. To investigate
the robustness of our proposed calibration procedure, we run exper-
iments using ground truth data distorted by gaussian noise. More
specifically, we add gaussian noise to each ground truth target with
mean ` = 0 and varying scales of standard deviation 𝑠 . To set the
standard deviation of noise for each county, we first compute the
standard deviation of the ground truth data and multiply it by a
_ factor. In our experiments, we test four different values for _.
Results are presented in Figure 4. Even for a large degree of noise
(_ = 4), we observe that JDC-ABM outperforms both Emulator-
ABM and ExpertSearch-ABM on noiseless data. We attribute this to
CalibNN. More specifically, we conjecture that CalibNN alleviates
overfitting by representing parameters in high-dim space of the
neural network (instead of scalars) and allows for integration of het-
erogeneous data that may assist in selecting appropriate parameters
even when the ground truth is noisy.

5.2.3 Evaluating sensitivity of policy interventions with GradABM.

Early in the COVID-19 pandemic, uncertainty in vaccine supplies
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Figure 4: GradABM is robust to noisy data. GradABM

achieves lower forecasting error than all baselines evenwhen

it is trainedwith noisy data (_ > 0) while the baselines receive

original data. This is achieved due to differentiable design

which allows encoding simulation parameters withCalibNN

and learning using heterogeneous data sources.

forced policy makers to ask this question: what-if we delay admin-

istration of second dose of the COVID-19 vaccine?. This decision is
sensitive to several variables, including the protection offered by
the first vaccine dose, which was unknown at the time [36, 47, 61].
Here, we elucidate how GradABM can help with decision making
under uncertainty by enabling analysis of the sensitivity of policy
interventions. More specifically, we consider a scenario with two
alternative policies - P1: second dose is administered under stan-
dard schedule and P2: second dose is administered with a delay
(more details in the appendix). Following the exact experimental
setup from clinical works on this question [61], we vary the protec-
tion of the first COVID-19 dose from 50% to 80% in ten percentile
increments and run simulations for each of the four configurations
under both policies. Then, we compare both policies by computing
the ratio of cumulative deaths of P2 by P1, which we denote as
relative mortality. Basically, if the relative mortality is less that 1,
then policy P2 is better (can delay the second COVID-19 dose);
while relative mortality greater than 1 implies that policy P1 is
better (don’t delay the second COVID-19 dose). Results for Franklin
County, MA are shown in the appendix with additional details. We
observe that once the protection of the first COVID-19 vaccine dose
is greater than 60%, GradABM recommends policy P2 (to delay the
second dose). These results are consistent with past clinical works
that evaluated this policy intervention [40, 61].

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK

We introducedGradABM, a design for agent-basedmodeling that is
amenable to gradient-based learning with automatic differentiation.
GradABM achieves this via a tensorized implementation where
each agent state is represented as a vector, the interaction networks
as adjacency matrices and all discrete distributions (e.g., Bernoulli)
are reparameterized for end-to-end differentiability. Experiments
demonstrate that GradABM can quickly simulate realistic popula-
tion sizes, integrate with deep neural networks and ingest hetero-
geneous data sources. This provides an array of practical benefits
for calibration, forecasting, and evaluating policy interventions.

The compatibility of GradABM with automatic differentiation
opens up multiple directions of future work both in terms of utility

Figure 5: Daily deaths in London during the first wave of

COVID-19 for the calibrated models JUNE [12] and Grad-

ABM-JUNE and observed data. Note we obtain the similar

quality of fit with much less computing time.

to epidemiology and for advancing the science of agent-based mod-
eling. First, in our work, disease progression in an individual was
modeled using a linear deterministic model, but future work could
explore more complex and stochastic models (e.g., [61]). Future
work could also explore how to use gradient-based explainability
methods [63] to have a better understanding of the underlying
drivers of epidemic predictions. In this work, calibration with Cal-
ibNN predicts the maximum likelihood estimates but the our design
allows us to also estimate the posterior distribution of the parame-
ters using techniques from generative DNNs such as normalizing
flows [51]. In addition, ABMs may be mis-specified for the actual
disease dynamics for which we may have to change the model
specification. In this work, we focused on GradABM using the
OpenABM epidemiological model [35] designed for the US. As we
explain next, GradABM generalizes to other model specifications.

The JUNE epidemiological model [12] is a large-scale agent-based
model for epidemiology designed to support the National Health
Service in England. It was also adopted by the UN Global Pulse
to study refugee settlements [13]. In the England setting, JUNE
simulates the movement and interactions of 55 million agents and
features significantly more complex contact graphs than OpenABM,
since it is based on the highest resolution of English census data. We
were able to successfully translate it to the fully tensorized design
by converting the contact structure in a heterogeneous graph by
representing agents and locations as different node types. In this
new implementation, which we refer to as GradABM-JUNE, we
achieve a 10,000x speed increase in simulation time. Due to the
high computational cost of JUNE, the original model was calibrated
using a surrogate model in the form of a Gaussian Process (GP)
emulator [70]. The differentiability of the new implementation cou-
pled with the CalibNN pipeline allows us to quickly find parameter
sets (reducing calibration time from 100,000 CPU hours to 12 CPU
hours) that match the observed data well (Fig. 5) and are compa-
rable in quality to the fit of the GP emulator. This case study is an
encouraging evidence on the utility of GradABM for creating real
impact and also is a step towards our vision of making GradABM a
domain-agnostic design for scalable and differentiable agent-based
modeling.
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